1. Posts must be vertical.
2. Railing must conform to horizontal and vertical alignment.
3. When rail is on slope, place fabric parallel to slope.
4. Alternative details may be submitted by the contractor for engineer approval.
5. Provide thimbles at all cable loops.

**NOTES:**
- Posts must be vertical.
- Railing must conform to horizontal and vertical alignment.
- When rail is on slope, place fabric parallel to slope.
- Alternative details may be submitted by the contractor for engineer approval.
- Provide thimbles at all cable loops.

**GENERAL NOTES**
- **LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN**
- **STATE OF CALIFORNIA**
- **DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION**
- **ENGINEERING SERVICES**
- **CHAIN LINK RAILING TYPE 2**
- **DETAILS No. 1**

**CONCRETE**
- f'c = 36 ksi, f'т = 3.6 ksi

**NOTES:**
- Replace existing bolt with 1"Ø x 4" bolt.
- Provide thimbles at all cable loops.
- See "General Plan for end post location."